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Event Calendar
Tail Hook Competition
Sept 17
Victor Valley, CA
Gleeful winners from our annual indoor rubber power
contest held at Hobby People.

Commanders Note From The Bench
By: Sam Wright

H

ello and hang on as we have a lot going on in September with Warbirds
over the Rockies and the Scale Masters in Davis, California.

Several of our members
go to the master’s and even if
it is one of the best Scale
the West Coast.
My work schedule is still
to roll out of town and at

including myself are qualified to
you want to see how it works,
Championships events on

“demo from
Larry Wolfe”

crazy, but doing my best
least try and compete.

Next month is even crazier
with the Thunderbirds and
the Brietling Jet Team over
Huntington Harbor, The Wings,
Wheels and Rotors at Los Alamitos and Best in the West Jets, plus the One
Eighth Air Force Scale Fly-In the same weekend as the T-Birds at Huntington
Beach. Gasp! Way too much to do, but what else would you do, it is full size
and scale aircraft! What could be better?

US Scale Masters Championships
Sept 29 - Oct 2
Davis, CA
Warbirds Over The Rockies
Sept 22-25
Arvada, CO
Best in the West Jet Rally
Oct 14-18
Button Willow, CA
OEAF Fall Fun Fly
Oct 21-23
Phoenix, AZ
Arizona Jet Rally
Nov 18-20
Warbirds in Arizona
Dec 2-4
Mesa, AZ

I mentioned last month that we would have a demo from Larry Wolfe on
making a plug for vacuum forming and fiberglass. I had not paid attention
that this was our rubber powered meet at Hobby People and it was a blast.
So now we will have Larry and his infinite talents on making scale parts.
See the photos in this issue of the rubber powered event and we had a good
turnout and lots of fun, plus hot dogs and refreshments.

Dave and Jamie with their P-38’s at the
last Warbird event at Apollo XI Field

www.oneeighthairforce.org

ALL TYPES OF SCALE MODELS WELCOME
F E AT U R I N G :
S AT U R D AY N I G H T D I N N E R AT T H E F I E L D
O E A F ’ S U N I Q U E AWA R D S I N M A N Y C AT E G O R I E S
COMMANDER JOHN GEYER 602-810-1767
jegeyer@centurylink.net

CD DAVE ZARRA 623-206-2040
David.zarra@yahoo.com
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Commanders Note From The Bench Cont’d
Flying this summer has been choppy at OCMA with the fires and the parking for events around our field. I am
assured this will be worked out so we won’t have as many interruptions for the coming year. I am sure we will
hear a report at the meeting this Monday.
This is a short burst from your Commander, so Tim can get this newsletter
out in time. I have been traveling and not much time to play in the shop or
write a newsletter. But no excuses and I would scold my employees for that
same excuse, so beat me up and we will do a better job next month.
See you all at the meeting this coming Monday night at 7:00 September 12,
2016.
Sam making good progress on his
OV-10 Bronco project.

Keep em in the air and enjoy what we love…
-Sam

AMA Appointed to a High-level Government Advisory Committee
We [AMA] are excited to share that AMA has been appointed to the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Drone Advisory Committee (DAC). Dave Mathewson, AMA executive
director, will represent the AMA as he joins a small group of executive level stakeholders
from across the aviation industry to discuss UAS integration into our nation’s airspace.
Together, we will work to set the path forward for further UAS integration, while at the
same time maintaining the safety of our skies for all.
The FAA’s DAC is a broad-based, high-level advisory committee/team facilitated by the
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) that will provide the FAA with advice
on key UAS integration issues by helping to identify challenges and prioritize improvements.
AMA members have a strong safety record due to our well-established safety guidelines
and educational programs. AMA’s participation in the DAC reflects the progress made in
our outreach and advocacy programs over the past eight years, and appointment to this
high-level committee demonstrates AMA’s respected role in the UAS and aviation industry overall.
AMA’s government affairs team and advocacy efforts lead by Rich Hanson have raised the
AMA’s profile in the aviation community and the emerging unmanned aircraft industry.
Top level involvement in the regulatory and legislative process has assured the aeromodeling community has a voice in the development of new laws, regulations and policies
that impact our hobby. Congratulations and a job well done go out to Rich Hanson and
the entire government affairs team.
We look forward to sharing more about AMA, our programs and experience during the
upcoming DAC meetings, which are scheduled to begin September 16
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ABOUT THE SCALE SQUADRON

S

cale Modeling is the accurate recreation of aircraft in
aviation, from the early biplanes to the latest jets of
the 21st century. Whether it’s built from scratch, a kit or
an ARF, scale modeling strives to recreate the airplane
as historically accurate as possible. Paint schemes,
rivets, windshield glass, and even pilots are faithfully
painted and built to exacting specifications. The end
result is a flying recreation of the original full size
airplane.
Our members all have one common goal - to share
their knowledge of aviation, aviation history, and scale
modeling.
Our monthly meetings are open to everyone, and often
feature “how to” seminars on building and flying
model aircraft.
Each year the Scale Squadron hosts and participates
in numerous events, with the overall goal of bringing

together modeling enthusiasts from all over the world.
Events our members historically and perpetually
attend are:

Top Gun
U.S. Scale Masters
Warbirds Over The Rockies
Arizona Electric Festival
Best In The West Jet Rally
One Eighth Air Force Fly-in
Battle of the Builders
The Scale Squadron also hosts their own annual event
known as The Scale Squadron Warbirds and Classics.
This year will be the 8th year running of the Squadron
event.
The Scale Squadron dates back to the early
?O’s. Harris Lee, Bert Baker and Bob Olson were
the original founders of the Scale Squadron and
Members of the Orange Coast RIC Club. Their
interest in scale modeling brought them together

MONDAY
Sept. 12, 2016
7:00 PM
Show & Tell is for our members to show their
scale aircraft project in any stage from plans,
or framed up to a completed model. Scale
ARFs or full bore scale models are welcome.
Visitors are always welcome.

regularly at Lee’s home. The word soon got out
and their numbers quickly grew to over 25.
Scale modeling became the hottest new interest within
the R/C community. The first official scale modeling
club was formed in 1973 with events held at Mile
Square Park. Scale modeling was in it’s infancy yet
immensely popular as attested to by the large participation at each of their events.
Harris Lee devised a plan for sanctioning a series of
local qualifiers around the country and then having
a fly-off to determine the national champion. Out of
this idea the U.S. Scale Masters was started and is the
premier scale competition in the country today. Pat
Potaga, of Scale R/C. Modeler Magazine, helped to put
this program on the map. His articles and front-page
color photos helped fuel the fire of scale modeling.
The modeling world owes these visionaries a debt
of gratitude. Thank you Bert Baker, Bob Olson, Jerry
Ortega with special thanks to Harris Lee.

